Books
- A Complete Guide to Alzheimer’s Proofing Your Home Item #2149
- The Best Friend’s Approach Item #2316
- Dementia Caregivers Guide Item #2308

Mothballs in the Attic Item #2240
Nostalgic America Item #2201
Strengthen Your Mind Item #2250

Dolls
- “Someone To Love” Baby Dolls, Designed for dementia
  See website for full collection
  Baby Annie Item #0508
  Baby Petey Item #0515
  Baby Natalie Item #0514

Aromatherapy
- Therapeutic Elephant Item #0601
- Memory Kit Item #0700
- Therapeutic Teddy Bears Item #0603

Games
- “I Got It” Card Game Item #0294
- Unangame for Seniors Item #0101
- Conversation Game Item #0102
- Shake Loose a Memory Game Item #0339

“Remembering Place” Location Game Item #0295

Wandering
- Safetracks GPS Watch Item #0900
- GPS Freedom Watch Item #0920
- GPS MX-LOCare Watch Item #0940

Clocks
- Day/Night Clock Item #0006
- Day Clox Item #0043
- Reminder Rosie Item #0044
- Wall Clock Item #0042
- Desk Clock Item #0227
- DayClocks Item #0040
- 2-in-1 Calendar and Day Clock Item #0041
- Wheelchair Anti-Rollback Device Item #0101

Music Therapy
- Music Players Item #2111
- Musical Bear Item #2112
- One Button Radio Item #2113

Safety For Seniors
- Pill Dispenser Item #0032
- Fire Avert Item #0106
- Door Locks Item #0247
- Anti Scalding Device Item #0200
- Refrigerator Latch Item #0302
- Invisible Cabinet Lock Item #0114
- Safe Glider Rocker Item #0103
- Simple Lifting Aid Item #0246
- I Have a Condition Cards Item #0342
- Please Be Patient Cards Item #0187
- SAFENBED Bed Exit Alarm Item #0390
- Bed and Chair Pad Alarms Item #0197

Products designed for people with Alzheimer's and Dementia and their Caregivers

Healthcare Products LLC
450 Oak Tree Avenue
South Plainfield, NJ 07080
1-800-752-3238
Email: Contact@alzstore.com
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Coupon Code
Use this code to receive a 5% Discount on your order.
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